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Abstract. We present a new collaborative visual storytelling platform, Aesop, for direction and animation. Our system operates
in two main modes, common sense grounding (annotation) and conversation. The Aesop system senses the human state and input
using a natural language parser and human gesture monitoring for natural interactions. The interface consists of a 3D animation
software and a web controller to interact with the internal state of the system. For knowledge representation, we formulate novel
knowledge graphs which enable spatio-temporal event representation. Aesop thus enables 3D spatial and temporal reasoning
which are both essential for storytelling. Finally, the system utilizes a dialog manager to track the conversation state and manage goals. Aesop provides a rich platform that enables research in language, gestures, vision, and planning in the context of
storytelling.
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1. Introduction
Current interaction between humans and machines
focuses on handling directives given by the human
user. We believe that the future of Artificial Intelligence (AI) will be a mixed-initiative collaboration between humans and AI as equals. An AI agent’s ability
to communicate a goal to a human collaborator, and
operate as an equal in a process, opens the door for
many potential applications which lie outside current
focuses of the AI community.
In an attempt to bridge the gap, we created Aesop,
a collaborative visual storytelling platform that allows
multiple humans to communicate with AI agents and
generate animated movies to tell a story.
Aesop illustrates a general AI problem, that of communicating with computers about a complex task, and
teaching the computer new concepts that will be used
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as in future conversations. Unlike narrow AI tasks,
our system enables general reasoning using knowledge
graphs to incorporate the outcome of multiple narrow
AI components in vision and natural language understanding. In the visual storytelling use case, the dialog
is between a director (content creator) and an animator
(controller). A content creator does not have to directly
control the animation software through a mouse and
a keyboard, which can be difficult when navigating a
3D environment, but rather through direct natural language communication. Since the system is hosted on
a remote server, with remote database, multiple users
can directly interact with it, teaching the AI agents different concepts that can be used in conversations with
every user.
Aesop consists of two main components, a conversational AI and a common sense grounding component. In the visual storytelling, the director (human)
has a goal that is translated into a sequence of natural
language commands communicated with the animator
(computer. The animator executes the commands by
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